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Abstract 
Because of their good properties, iterated line digraphs (specially Kautz and de Bruijn di- 
graphs) have been considered to design interconnection networks. The diameter-vulnerability of 
a digraph is the maximum diameter of the subdigraphs obtained by deleting a fixed number of 
vertices or arcs. For any digraph G, we find a constant C (not greater than twice the diameter 
of G) such that, under certain conditions, the diameter vulnerability of the iterated line digraph 
LkG is at most the diameter of LkG plus C. The results in this paper generalize previous results 
on the diameter-vulnerability of particular families of iterated line digraphs (Kautz and de Bruijn 
digraphs). 
1. Introduction 
Interconnection networks are usually modeled by graphs, directed or not, in which the 
vertices represent the switching elements or processors. Communication links are repre- 
sented by edges if they are bidirectional and by arcs if they are unidirect- 
ional. 
We are concerned here with directed graphs only, called digraphs for short. Some 
graph concepts used in this paper will be defined in Section 2. The reader is referred 
to [5] for additional graph concepts. 
Because of its implications in the design of interconnection networks, it is interesting 
to find graphs and digraphs with bounded degree, small diameter and easy routing [1-  
3]. These requirements lead to several problems in Graph Theory. One of them is the 
(d,D)-digraph problem, that is, to find digraphs with as many vertices as possible with 
fixed degree d and diameter D. 
The line digraph technique is a very useful method to construct large (d, D)-digraphs 
(digraphs with degree d and diameter D) [10]. At the present time, the best known 
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general solutions to the (d,D)-digraph problem are iterated line digraphs. These 
families are the Kautz and de Bruijn digraphs and, in the bipartite case, the digraphs 
BD(d, dD-1+ d D-3) [9]. In addition, iterated line digraphs admit very simple routing 
algorithms. 
Other important problems in the design of interconnection networks are those re- 
lated to their vulnerability. An interconnection network must be fault-tolerant. If some 
processors or communication li ks cease to function, it is important that the remaining 
processors can still intercommunicate with reasonable fficiency. 
The minimal requirement is that the network still works if some elements are faulty. 
Therefore, a digraph modeling an interconnection network must remain connected after 
the deletion of some of its vertices or arcs. The connectivity of a digraph is the 
minimum number of vertices or arcs whose deletion disconnects the digraph. The 
connectivity of an iterated line digraph is optimal if the number of iterations is large 
enough [6]. 
One can also demand that the message delay does not increase too much when 
faults occur. This means that the digraph obtained after the deletion of some vertices 
or arcs still has small diameter. The diameter vulnerability (first defined in [1] for 
undirected graphs) of a digraph is the maximum of the diameters of the digraphs 
obtained by deleting some of its vertices or arcs. The diameter vulnerability of the 
de Bruijn and Kautz digraphs, which appears to be almost optimal, has been studied 
in [ 13]. This parameter is studied in [ 14] for the bipartite digraphs BD(d, d D- l + dD-3 ) 
with similar results. The diameter vulnerability of Kautz and de Bruijn graphs, obtained 
from the corresponding digraphs by removing the directions of the arcs, is studied 
in [4]. 
Other problems related with the fault-tolerance of networks have been considered; 
see [3] for a survey on this subject. 
We study in this paper the diameter vulnerability of iterated line digraphs in order 
to generalize the previous results mentioned above. We consider only the case when 
the number of iterations is large enough to assure that the digraphs have optimal 
connectivity. Deletion of vertices and arcs are both considered. 
In Section 2, we define the main concepts and present the notation used in this paper. 
We also recall some known results on the connectivity and the diameter vulnerability 
of iterated line digraphs. 
Section 3 is devoted to the study of the diameter vulnerability of iterated line digraphs 
without loops. The case of digraphs with loops is considered in Section 4. In both 
cases, we obtain, for any digraph G, an upper bound for the diameter vulnerability 
of the iterated line digraphs LkG. This bound is equal to the diameter of LkG plus 
a constant C, which depends only on G and is not greater than twice the diameter 
of G. 
In Section 5, we apply these results in order to find bounds on the diameter 
vulnerability of some known digraphs. Finally, in Section 6, we present routing 
algorithms to find short paths between vertices of an iterated line digraph even if 
some vertices and arcs are faulty. 
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2. Definitions, notation and known results 
A digraph G = (V,A) consists of a set V of vertices and a set A of ordered pairs 
of vertices called arcs. The arcs in the form (x,x) are called loops. The cardinality of 
V is called the order of the digraph. If (x, y)  is an arc, it is said that x is adjacent 
to y and that y is adjacent from x. The set of vertices which are adjacent from (to) 
a given vertex v is denoted by F+(v) (F-(v))  and its cardinality is the out-degree of 
v, d+(v) = I F+(v)l (in-degree of v, d - (v )= [ Y-(v)[) .  Its minimum value over all 
vertices is the minimum out-degree, 6+, (minimum in-degree, 6 - )  of the digraph G. 
The minimum degree of G is fi = min{6+,6-}.  The maximum degree A is defined 
analogously. A digraph is d-regular if for any vertex v, d+(v) = d- (v)  = d. 
A path of length h from a vertex x to a vertex y is a sequence of vertices x = 
xo,xl . . . . .  xh-l,Xh = y where (xi,xi+l) is an arc. A digraph G is strongly connected 
if for any pair of vertices x, y, there exists a path from x to y. The length of a 
shortest path from x to y is the distance from x to y and is denoted by d(x, y). Its 
maximum value over all pairs of vertices is the diameter of the digraph, D(G). If G 
is not strongly connected, D(G) = oc. 
The strong vertex-connectivity of a digraph G, ~c(G) is the smallest number of 
vertices whose deletion results in a digraph that is not strongly connected or is trivial, 
The strong arc-connectivity, )~(G) is the smallest number of arcs whose deletion results 
in a digraph that is not strongly connected. Since we are concerned only with the strong 
connectivity, throughout this paper we will use the terms connected, vertex-connectivity 
and arc-connectivity for this kind of connectivity. 
We recall here the definition and some properties of line digraphs. See, for 
example, [10] for proofs and more information. 
In the line digraph LG of a digraph G each vertex represents an arc of G, that is, 
V(LG) = {uvl(u,v ) C A(G)}. A vertex uv is adjacent o a vertex vw if v = w, that is, 
whenever the arc (u, v) of G is adjacent o the arc (w,z). The maximum and minimum 
out and in-degrees of LG are equal to those of G. Therefore, if G is d-regular with 
order n, then LG is d-regular and has order dn. If G is a strongly connected igraph 
different from a directed cycle, then the diameter of LG is the diameter of G plus 
one.  
The iteration of the line digraph operation is a good method to obtain large digraphs 
with fixed degree and diameter. If G is d-regular with d > 1, has diameter D and 
order n, then LkG is d-regular, has diameter D + k and order dkn, that is, the order 
increases in an asymptotically optimal way in relation to the diameter. 
The set of vertices of the iterated line digraph LkG can be considered as the set 
of all paths of length k in G, that is, the set of the sequences of vertices of G with 
length k + 1, XoXl...xk, where (xi,xi+l) is an arc of  G. A vertex x = xoxl...xk in LkG 
is adjacent o the vertices y = Xl...xkxk+l for all xk+l adjacent from xk. A path of 
length h in LkG can be written as a sequence of k ÷ h ÷ l vertices of G. The vertices 
of this path are the subsequences of k + l consecutive vertices of G. Because of this 
notation, iterated line digraphs admit very simple routing algorithms to find short paths 
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between vertices. We observe that between any pair of vertices of LkG there exists at 
most one path of length h ~< k + 1. 
We recall here the definition of the parameter {~, introduced by F~brega nd Fiol [6]. 
This parameter appears to be very useful in the study of properties related to the 
connectivity. Let G be a digraph with minimum degree 6 >~ 2 and diameter D. Let rc 
be an integer, 0~<~<6-  2 (zc~>l if G has loops). Then, [~ = {~(G), l<<.g~<~D, is 
defined as the greatest integer such that for any two (not necessarily different) vertices 
x, y, 
1. if d(x, y) < g~, the shortest path from x to y is unique and there are at most rc 
different paths from x to y of length d(x, y) + 1, 
2. if d(x, y) = gn, there is only one shortest path from x to y. 
Note that this parameter is well defined for loopless digraphs if ~ = 0 and for any 
digraph if lr~> 1. Usually, g0(G) is denoted by EGG). If G is a graph, then g(G) = 
[(g - l)/2J, where g is the girth of G, that is, the length of a shortest cycle. 
In relation to the line digraph, this parameter behaves as the diameter. It is proved 
in [6] that g~(LkG) = g~(G) + k if G is a digraph different from a cycle. 
I fx  and f are two different vertices of a digraph G such that d(x,f)<~6-2, the 
vertex v such that (x, v) is the first arc of the unique shortest path from x to f is 
denoted by v(x ~ f ) .  If d(f,x)<~g~_2, the vertex v such that the last arc of the 
unique shortest path from f to x is (v,x) is denoted by v(x ~-- f ) .  If F is a set of 
vertices of G and x ~ F, we define v(x --~ F) = {v(x --* f ) l f  E F,d(x,f)<~{6_2}. 
The set v(x ~ F) is defined analogously. 
Let x and e - - ( f ,g )  be respectively, a vertex and an are of a digraph G. I fx  ¢ f 
and d(x,f)<<,g~_2 we define a(x --~ e) as the first arc of the unique shortest path from 
x to f .  I f x  = f ,  a(x --~ e) = e. I fx  ¢ g and d(g,x)<~g6_2 we define a(x *-- e) as 
the last arc of the unique shortest path from g to x. If x = g, a(x *-- e) = e. If F is a 
set of arcs of G, we define as before the sets a(x ~ F) and a(x *-- F). 
The following lemma is stated in [8] in a slightly different way. Since the proof is 
short, we give it here. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a loopless digraph with ( = f(G) and minimum degree 6 > 1. 
Let x and f be two different vertices of G. Consider xt E F+(x), xl ¢ v(x ~ f )  and 
x' 1 E F-(x), x' 1 ~ v(x ~ f ) .  Then, 
(a) if d (x , f )  < {, then d(x l , f )>~d(x , f )+ 1; i f  d ( f ,x )  < f, then d(f,x~l)~ 
d( f  ,x) + 1. 
(b) i f  d(x,f)>~{, then d(Xl,f)>>.{; if d(f,x)>>.g, then d(f,x~)>.L 
Proof. Clearly, d(Xl, f)>>.d(x,f)-  1. Then, if d (x , f )  > f, d(Xl,f)>>-E. If d (x , f )=  
{, there is only one shortest path from x to f .  Hence, d(xl,f)>~f. I f  d(x , f )  < 
and d(Xl,f)<<.d(x,f), there would be two different shortest paths or a path of 
length d(x, f )  + I from x to f .  This is impossible from the definition of E. Therefore, 
d(xl, f)>~d(x, f )+  1. The other statements are proved analogously. [] 
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The next lemma is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.1. 
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a loopless digraph with minimum degree 6 > 1 and ( = ~(G). 
Let F be a set of vertices of G such that I FI < 6 and let x q~ F. Then, for any 
integer m >~ 1, 
(a) there exists a path XXlXz...Xm such that, for any f C F, d(xi, f)>~ min{d(x, f )  
+ i,E}. 
(b) there exists a path y=... y2ylx such that, for an)' f E F, d ( f  , yi)>I min{d(f, y) 
+ i,E}. 
The next theorem, which relates the parameter (~ with the connectivity, is proved 
in [6] and in [8] in different ways. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a digraph with minimum degree 6 > l, diameter D, (~ = 
f~(G) (rt~>l if G has loops) and connectivities 2 and ~. Then 
(a) 2>/6 - rt if D-..<2(~, 
(b) rc~>6- rt /f D~.<2(~- 1. 
As a corollary, if the number of iterations is large enough, iterated line digraphs 
are maximally connected. If G has loops, so has LkG and the optimal value of its 
connectivities i  clearly ~-  1. 
Corollary 2.1. Let G be a digraph without loops (with loops), minimum degree fi > 1, 
diameter D and ( = fo(G) ({1 = (I(G)). Then 
(a) 2(LkG) = 6 i f k>~D-  2{ (2(LkG) = ~-  1 i f k>~D-  2E~), 
(b) x(LkG) = 6 if k >~D- 2g + 1 (K(LkG) = 6 -  1 if k >~D- 2{~ + 1). 
The s-vertex-diameter-vulnerability, K(s; G), of a digraph G is the maximum of 
the diameters of the digraphs obtained by removing s arbitrary vertices from G. The 
s-arc-diameter-vulnerability, A(s;G), is defined analogously. These parameters are re- 
lated to the diameter and the connectivity. From the definition, K(0; G) and A(0; G) 
coincide with the diameter of G. The connectivities x(G) and 2(G) are, respectively, 
the minimum values of s satisfying K(s; G) = oo and A(s; G) = oo. 
The diameter vulnerability of Kautz and de Bruijn digraphs has been studied in [13] 
with the following results. 
1. If G = B(d,D), the de Bruijn digraph with degree d>~3 and diameter D, then 
K(s ,G)=D+ I if l<<.s<~d- 2. 
2. If G --- K(d,D), the Kautz digraph with degree d>~2 and diameter D, then 
K(s, G) = D + I if l <~s<~d - 3 andK(s ,G)<~D+2 i f s=d-2 ,d -  1. 
It is proved in [14] that, if G is the bipartite digraph BD(d,d °-1 + dD-3), which has 
degree d>~2 and diameter D, then K(s,G) = D+ 1 if 1 <<.s<~d-3 and K(s,G)<~D+2 
i f s=d- l ,d -2 .  
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3. Diameter vulnerability of iterated line digraphs without loops 
We find in this section upper bounds for the vertex- and arc-diameter vulnerability 
of the iterated line digraphs LkG, where G is a digraph without loops and k is large 
enough to assure, applying Corollary 2.1, that LkG is maximally connected. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a digraph and x a vertex o f  LkG, k >~O. Let xvl . . .w lx  and 
xv2. . ,  w2x be two ~Tcles in LkG o f  lenyths ml and m2, respectively. Then, i f  vl # v2, 
the sum o f  the lengths o f  the two cycles is at least k+3,  that is ml +m2~>k+3.  I f
besides, G has no loops, then m l + m2 >~ k + 4. 
Proof. We prove first that ml + m2 ~>k + 3. Between two given vertices of  LkG, there 
cannot be two different paths of  the same length h<~k + 1. The union of the two 
cycles give two different paths from x to itself of  the same length ml + m2. Hence, 
ml + m2 >>-k + 2. 
Since multiple arcs do not exist, in the vertex x there exists at most one loop (x ,x) .  
Therefore, m l + m2 ~> 3 and the case k = 0 is solved. 
Let us suppose that k ~> 1 and m t 4. m2 = k 4-2. In this case, we have two different 
paths of  length k + 2 from x to itself. If x = xoxt . . .xk ,  where Xz are vertices of 
G, the paths Pl = Xl~l ... wlxl~2.., w2x and P~ = xv2. . ,  w2xpl . . .  WlX can be denoted, 
respectively, by the sequences xoxl ... xkUXoXl ... Xk and XoXt . . .xk vxox~ ... xk. Since vl 
v2, u # v. The vertex x appears in the m lth place of the path P1. Then 
X = XoX 1 . . .X  k = Xml . . .Xk lgX  0 . ,  .Xml -2 .  
From this equality, we have the system of equations: x0 = Xm~, Xl = Xm,+l, ..., Xk = 
Xm,-2. Following [13], we construct he equivalence relation digraph of this system of 
equations. The vertices of  this digraph are all the different symbols appearing in the 
equations and each equation is represented by an arc from the vertex on the left-hand 
side to the vertex on the right-hand side. Since the symbol Xm,-I appears only on 
the left, it has, in the equivalence relation digraph, in-degree 0 and out-degree 1. The 
symbol u appears only on the right, then it has in-degree 1 and out-degree 0. The 
other symbols have in- and out-degree 1. Therefore, Xm,-I = u because one of the 
components of  the equivalence relation digraph is a directed path from Xm~-l to u. 
Since the vertex wl is the (ml +m2-  1)th vertex of  the path P2 and the (ml - 1)th 
vertex of the path Pl, 
WI = VXoXl . . .Xk - -1  ~ Xmt--! . . .XkUXo. . .Xml - -3 .  
Then v = Xm,-j = u, a contradiction. Therefore ml + m2 ~>k + 3. 
We have to prove now that m l 4 .m2~>k+4 if G is loopless. Since G has no 
loops, neither does LkG and ml,m2>~2. Therefore, the lemma is proved in the case 
k=O.  
Let us suppose that k~>l and ml + m2 = k + 3. In this case, the paths P1 and P2 
can be represented respectively by the sequences xOXl. . .Xkylz lxoXl. . .xk and XoXl... 
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XkY2Z2XoXl . . .Xk. Since !g I ~ P2, Y~ :~ Y2. Since the vertex v~ appears in the first position 
of Pt and in the (m2 -F 1)-th position of P2, 
~1 ~Xl . . .XkY l  ~Xm2+l.. .XkY2Z2Xo.. .Xm:-2. 
Therefore, yl ~- Xmz-2. In the same way, from the positions of wl, vz and Wz in Pl 
and P2, it is easy to see that z~ = Xm2-~, Y2 = xm,-2 and z2 = x,~, ~. Since x is the 
m~th vertex of the path P~, we have that 
X~XoXl . . .Xk  -~=Xml..,XkYlZIXo...Xml-3 . 
As before, we can consider the equivalence relation digraph from this equality. In this 
case, the symbols xm~-l and x,,,_2 have in-degree 0 and out-degree 1, yl and zl have 
in-degree 1 and out-degree 0 and the other symbols have in- and out-degree 1. Since 
yl ~ y2 = Xm,-2, one of the components of the equivalence relation digraph is a 
directed path from x,~,_2 to Zl and another component is a directed path from x,,,,_ 1 to 
yx. Therefore, yl = xm~-i = z2 and zl = Xm,-2 = Y2- Since G is loopless, xo ¢ ZI ,Z2  
and, hence, Xo ~ Yl. Then, there must be in the equivalence relation digraph a third 
component which should be a directed cycle containing xo. If cl, c2 and c3 are the 
number of symbols of these three components, it is easy to check that 2 ~< ci < k. If we 
put Xk+t = Yl and Xk+2 "~- Z1 the adjacencies in the equivalence relation digraph can be 
defined in the following way: xi is adjacent o xj if and only i f j  - i+ml  (modk+3) .  
From the directed path from x,~,-2 to zl, we have that ml -2  + (Cl - l)ml = k + 2 
(modk + 3). Hence, clmt -~ 1 (modk + 3) and gcd(ml,k + 3) = 1. From the directed 
cycle which contains x0, we have that c3ml - 0 (modk + 3). Since 1 < cs < k + 3, 
gcd(ml,k + 3) ~ 1 and we have obtained a contradiction. Therefore, ml + m2 >~k + 4 
and the proof is concluded. [] 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a digraph without loops. Let x, y and f be three different 
vertices o f  LkG, k >~0. Let Xl be a vertex adjacent f rom x different f rom v(x ~ f )  
and yl a vertex adjacent o y different from v(y ,-- f ) .  Then, d (x l , f )+d( f  , yl )>~k + 2. 
Proof. Let hj = d(x , f )~  l and h2 = d( f  , y )~ l. If hi ~{(LkG) ,  d (x j , f )~{(LkG)  
and, hence, d(x l , f )  + d( f ,y l  ) >t ((L k G) + 1 = {(G) + k + 1 >~ k + 2. This can be proved 
in the same way if h2>~[(LkG). 
Let us suppose hl,h2 < ((LkG). In this case d(x l , f )~h l  +1 and d(f ,  yl )>~h2+ 1. If 
hi +h2 >~k, it is obvious that d(x l , f )+d( f ,  yl )~>k+2. Let us suppose ht +h2 < k. Let 
us take m l, m2 >/2 such that d(x l , f )  = h t +rn I - 1 and d(f ,  yl ) = h2 +m2-1 .  Then, there 
are paths xxl . . . f  and f . . . Y lY  with lengths hi + m~ and h2 + rn2, respectively. Since 
LkG = Lh'+h2Lk'G, with k' = k -  hi -h :  > 0, we can represent the vertices of LkG by 
sequences of h l + h2 + 1 vertices of L k' G. With this notation, x = xoxl ... xh,--h2 and y = 
YoYt ... Yh~-h2. Since there is a path of length hi +h2 from x to y, yo = xh,+h2. This path 
can be denoted by the sequence XoXl ... xh,+h2_ I YoYl ... Yh, +h2. Therefore, v(x ---, f )  = 
Xl...Xh,+h2--lyOyl, V(y ~-- f )  = X~+h2--1yOYl...Yh,+h:--I and f = fo f  l . . . . fh ,~:  = 
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Xh, ...Xh,+h2-1YoYl ...Yh,. Observe that f h2--1, f h2 and f h2+l are equal to Xhl+h2_l, YO 
and Yl, respectively. The path xx~. . . f  is represented by 
XoXI "'" Yo f  h2-ml+l ' ' '  f h2-1f h~ ... f h~+h2 = XoXl . . .  Yo f  h2-m,+l . . .Xh,+h2-1Yo.. .  Yh, 
and the path f . . . y ly  is 
f o...  f h2 f h2+l ... f h2+m:-lYoYl ... Yh, +h2 = f o...  YOYI ... f h2 +m2- I YoYl. . .  Yh, +h2. 
If hE -- ml + 1 is negative, the vertices f j  with j < 0 are the vertices of a path from 
Y0 to f0.  An analogous interpretation can be done if h2 + m2 - 1 > hi + h2. Since 
Xl  = Xl . . .Xh l+h: - lYOfh2-m~+l ,  Y l  5 ~ f h2-ml+l .  There are, then, in Lk'G two cycles of 
lengths ml and m2, 
Yof  h2--m, +1 • • • Xhl +h2-  I Y0 
and 
YoYl . . .  f hz+m2- I YO, 
satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.1. Therefore, ml + m2 ~>k / + 4 --- k - h i  - he + 4 
andd(x l , f )+d( f ,  y l )=h l+h2+ml+m2-2~>k+2.  [] 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a loopless digraph with minimum degree 6 > 1, diameter 
D = D(G) and ( = E(G). Then, i fk>~D - 2~ + 1, the vertex-diameter vulnerability 
o f  the iterated line digraph LkG is 
K(s, L k G) <~ D(L k G) + 2m 
for all s = 1 . . . . .  6 -  I, where m = max{ [(D + 1) /21 ,D-  (}. 
Proof. We have to prove that the diameter of a digraph obtained by deleting any s 
(1 ~<s~<6 - 1) vertices of LkG is at most D(LkG) + 2m. 
Let F # 13 be a set of  vertices of LkG with IF I  = s<<.6 - 1, F = {fl . . . . .  f~}. 
Let x and y be two different vertices of LkG which are not in F. We consider xl E 
F+(x) - v(x ~ F )  and Yl C F - (y )  - v(y ~ F )  (they exist because s<~6 - 1). 
From Lemma 3.2, d(X l , f )  + d(f,yl)>>.k + 2 for all r = 1 . . . . .  s. From Lemma 2.1, 
d(Xl,fr)>/d(x,f~) + l or d(xl,f~)>~#(LkG) = { + k. Hence, if k > 0, d(Xl , f )~>2 for 
all r = 1 . . . . .  s. Similarly, if k > 0, d(f i ,y l )~>2 for all r = 1 . . . . .  s. Observe that if 
k = 0, then 2(~>D + 1 and m = [(D + 1)/2] ~>D-  (+ 1. From Lemma 2.2, there 
exist paths XlX2...x,~ with xi f~ F, such that d(xm, f r )  ~ min{d(Xl, f i  ) + m-  1, (+k},  
and y,, . . .y2yl, with yj  ~ F ,  such that d( f r ,ym)~ min{d( f i ,y l )  + m - 1,f  + k}. In 
any case, for all r = 1 . . . . .  s, d(xm,f~) + d( f ,ym)>-D + k + 1 -- D(LkG) + 1. We can 
assure now that a shortest path from Xm to Ym, which has length at most D + k, does 
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not contain any vertex of F. Therefore, we have found a path from x to y (the path 
xx l . . . x  . . . .  Y . . . .  YlY) with length at most D(LkG) + 2m avoiding F. [] 
The arc-diameter vulnerability is studied similarly. For the case of deletion of arcs, 
we need the following lemma, which is analogous to Lemma 3.2. 
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a digraph without loops. Let x, y be two different vertices and 
e = ( f ,g )  an arc ofLkG,  k>~O. Let (x, xl)  be an are different from a(x ~ e) and 
(Yl,Y) an arc different f rom a(y ~--e). Then, d (x l , f )  + d(g,yl  )>-k + 1. 
Proof. Let hi = d(x , f )  and h2 = d(g,y)  (hi or  h2 can be equal to 0). If hi >~f(LkG), 
h2>~E(LkG) or hi,h2 < ((LkG) and hi +h2>~k, we can see that d(x l , f )+d(g ,  yl)>~ 
k + 1 applying the same reasoning as in the proof of the Lemma 3.2. 
If hi,h2 < ((LkG) and hi + h2<~k - 1, we consider two paths from x to y: the 
shortest path from x to y going through the arc e, which has length hi + h2 + 1 
and the path xx~. , . fg . . . y ly  obtained from shortest paths from xl to f (with length 
hi + ml - 1) and from g to Yl (with length h2 + m2 - 1). In a similar way to the proof 
of the Lemma 3.2, we can find from these paths two cycles of lengths ml and m2 in 
Lk'G, k' = k - (hi + h2 + 1 ), satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.1. From this fact, 
we have that ml + m2 ~>k' + 4 and the proof is easily concluded. [] 
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a loopless digraph with minimum degree 6 > 1, diameter 
D = D(G) and ~ = {(G). Then, i rkeD-  2(, the arc-diameter vulnerability of  the 
iterated line digraph LkG is 
A(s, LkG)<~D(LkG) + 2m 
for all s = 1 . . . . .  6 - 1, where m = max{ [(D + 1)/21,D - {}. 
Proof. Let F be a set of arcs of LkG, F = {el . . . . .  e,} with l<~s<~6-  1 and 
er = (fi,gr), r = 1 . . . . .  s. We consider the sets of vertices F1 = {3q . . . . .  f~} 
and F2 = {gl . . . . .  gs}. Let x and y be two different vertices of LkG. We have to find a 
path from x to y not containing any arc of F with length at most 
D(LkG) + 2m. 
We consider arcs (X, Xl) ~ a(x ~ F)  and (Yl,Y) ~ a(y ~-- F )  (they exist because 
s ~< 6-1  ). Obviously, X l ~ Fj and y j ~ F2. From Lemma 3.3, d(x l , f i )+d(gr ,y l  ) >1 k + 1 
for all r = 1 . . . . .  s. From Lemma 2.2, there exist paths xlx2 ...xm with xi f~ F1, such 
that, for all r = 1 . . . . .  s, d(xm,fr)~ min{d(Xl , f i )  + m - 1,f + k}, and Ym...Y2Yl, 
with yj ~ F2, such that d(gr ,ym)~ min{d(gr ,y l )+m-  1,{ +k}.  In any case, for all 
r = 1 . . . . .  s, d(xm,f~)+d(gr,ym)+ 1 >~D+k+ 1 = D(LkG)+ 1. We can assure now that 
a shortest path from x,, to Ym, which has length at most D+k,  does not contain any arc 
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of F. Therefore, we have found a path from x to y (the path xxl . . .x  . . . .  y . . . .  YlY) 
with length at most D(LkG) + 2m avoiding F. [] 
4. Diameter vulnerability of iterated line digraphs with loops 
The diameter vulnerability of  the iterated line digraphs LkG (G not necessarily loop- 
less) is studied in this section. The results are analogous to those of Section 3 and are 
proved in a similar way. Even though this similarity exists, we have to introduce a 
new parameter to obtain the bounds for the diameter vulnerability in the general case. 
We define a parameter, f~'(G), closely related with {I(G). Let G be a digraph, we 
define f~" = (~'(G), l~<f~' <~D(G), as the greatest integer such that for any vertex x, 
there exist two unique vertices x + E F+(x) and x-  E F - (x)  such that for any (not 
necessarily different) vertex y, 
1. if d(x, y)  < (~', then the shortest path from x to y is unique and, if there exists 
a path from x to y of length d(x, y) + 1, it is unique and its first and last arcs are, 
respectively, (x,x +) and (y - ,  y); 
2. if d(x, y)  = (~', there is only one shortest path from x to y. 
Observe that this parameter is well defined for any digraph G. If G has a loop on a 
vertex x, then it is clear that x + -- x -  -- x. 
The relation of the line digraph method with this parameter is the same as with ft .  
Proposition 4.1. For any digraph G different from a cycle, 
f~(LkG) = {~'(G) + k. 
Proof. Since Lk(G) = LLk-IG, it is enough to consider the case k = 1. For any vertex 
x = xoxl of LG, we take x -  = XoXo and x + = xlx +. Let x = xoxl and y = ToY1 be 
vertices of  LG. 
I f  d(x,y) = 0, then x = y. A path from x to x of length 1 must be a loop on x. 
Then, it is unique and its only arc is (x,x) = (x,x +) = (x - ,x ) .  
If  1 ~< d(x,y) ~< f~(G)+ 1, then d(Xl, Yo) = d(x ,y ) -  1 ~< (T(G). Therefore, the shortest 
path from Xl to Y0 is unique and so is the shortest path from x to y. If 1 <<,d(x,y) < 
{~(G) + 1 and there is a path from x to y of length d(x,y) + 1, there exists in G a 
path from xl to Y0 of  length d(Xl,yo) + 1. This path is unique and has to be of  the 
form xlx+.. .yoYo. Therefore, the path from x to y of length d(x,y) + 1 is unique 
and its first and last arcs are, respectively, (x,x +) and (y - ,y ) .  If f~'(G) = D(G), we 
have to consider also that, since G is not a cycle, D(LG) = D(G) + 1 because, from 
the definition, we need that (~{(LG)<~D(LG). [] 
From the proof of this proposition, we observe that if x = X0Xl ...xk is a vertex of 
LkG, then x -  = XoXOXl ...Xk_l and x + = x~ ...x~x-~. 
Using this new parameter {~', we obtain a similar result to Lemma 2.1 for any 
digraph (not necessarily without loops). 
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Lemma 4.1. Let G be a digraph with f~ = f~(G) and minimum degree fi > 2. Let 
x and f be two different vertices of G. Consider Xl ~ F+(x), xl ~ v(x ~ f ) ,x  + and 
x' I E F-(x),  x~t ~ v(x ~ f ) ,x - .  Then, 
1 if d(x , f )  < '~T, then d(x~,f)>~d(x,f)+ 1; if d(f,x) < ~;, then d( f ,  xtl)>~ 
d( f  ,x) + 1. 
2. if d(x, f)~.. f l ,  then d(xl,f)>~f~; if d(f ,x)>Jf l ,  then d(f,x~l)>~fl. 
Proof. This lemma is proved in a similar way as Lemma 2.1. [] 
Lemma 2.2 can also be stated in the general case. 
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a digraph with minimum degree 6 > 2 and f~{ = (~{(G). Let 
F be a set of vertices of G, IF I < 6 - 1 and x q~ F. Then, for any integer m >>- 1, 
1. there exists a path xxlx2...xm such that, for any f E F, d(xi, f)>>. min{d(x , f )+ 
i,f~}. 
2. there exists a path Ym... y2ylx such that, for an)' f E F, d ( f  , yi)>~ min{d( f  ,x)+ 
i,f~}. 
Finally, we observe that, from the definitions of these parameters, f~(G)<.fl(G). 
Then, from Theorem 2.1, for any digraph G, )~(LkG)>~6 - 1 if k>~D - 2f~' and 
K(LkG)>~6 - 1 if k~>D-  2f~' + 1. 
Using f~(G) instead of g(G), we obtain the same results as in Section 3 for general 
iterated line digraphs. 
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a digraph and x a vertex of f iG, k >~O. Let xvl . . .wtx and 
xv2.., w2x be two cycles in LkG with lengths ml and m2 respectively. Then, if vl ~ v2, 
vl ¢x  + andw2¢x- ,ml+m2>~k+4.  
Proof. From Lemma 3.1, m l + m2 >/k + 3, These cycles have length at least 2, because 
if, for example, m~ = 1, the cycle xvl ...WlX would be a loop and, then, x = x ÷ = vl, 
which is a contradiction. Then, if k ---0, ml + m2>~4. 
Let us suppose that k ~> 1 and ml + m2 : k + 3. In this case, as we did in the proof 
of Lemma 3.1, the paths P1 = xvl ...waxv2...w2x and P2 ~ Xl~2...W2Xl~l ...WlX 
can be represented, respectively, by the sequences XoXt...xky~ZlXoX~...xk andxoxl... 
XkY2Z2XoX1 . . .Xk ,  where y~ ¢ 3'2 and y l  z Xmz-2, Zl ~ Xm2-1, Y2 ----- Xmt-2 and Z 2 
Xm,--I. Since vl = xl. . .xk)'t  ¢ X + and w2 = zlxo...Xk-I ~ X-, Yl ¢ X + and zl ¢ x o. 
Following the proof of Lemma 3.1, we consider the equivalence relation digraph from 
the equality 
X : XoX 1 . . .X  k ~ Xml . . .XkY lZ IXO. . .Xml- -3 .  
A directed path from XmL-2 to Zl and a directed path from xm~-i to Yt are components 
of the equivalence relation digraph. Therefore, yl --Xm,-1 = z2 and zl = x,,,-2 -= Y2. If 
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the equivalence relation digraph has at least three different components, we can obtain 
a contradiction in the same way as in Lemma 3.1. 
Let us suppose that the equivalence relation digraph has only two components: a
directed path from x,,~-2 to zl, with length cl ~<k and a directed path from Xm,-I to 
Yl, with length c2 ~<k. Then, any vertex xi, O<~i<<.k, is equal to yj or to zl. In the same 
way as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we can see that ml - -2+Clml  - -k+2 (modk+3)  
and ml -  1 +c2ml ~ k+l  (modk+3) .  Therefore, (c l+ l )mj  ~ 1 and (c2+l)ml  =- -1 .  
Since yl -¢ xk and zl :~ x0, xo = yj and xk = zl. Then, in the equivalence relation 
digraph, xk appears in the path from xm,-2 to zl and x0 in the path from x,n,-j to yl .  
Therefore, there exist bl < cl and b2 < c2 such that ml -2  + blml =--k (modk + 3) 
and ml - 1 + b2ml =- 0 (modk + 3). Then, bl = c2 < cj and b2 = cl < c2, a 
contradiction. [] 
Lemma 4.4. Let G be a digraph. Let x, y and f be three different vertices o f  LkG, 
k >~O. Let xl be a vertex adjacent f rom x such that xl ~ v(x --~ f )  and xl 
x + andy l  a vertex adjacent to y such that Yl ~ v(y * - - f )  andy l  ~ Y- .  Then 
d(x l , f )  + d ( f ,  yl )>~k + 2. 
Proof. Let hj = d(x, f )>~l  and h2 = d(f,y)>~ 1. If hi ~{~(LkG),  h2>~/'~(LkG) or 
hi,h2 < {'{(LkG) and hi + h2 >>-k, we can see that d(x l , f )  + d ( f  ,yl )~>k + 2 applying 
the same reasoning as in the proof of  the Lemma 3.2. 
We suppose that &,h2 < /~(L~G) and hj + h2 < k. As we did in the proof of 
Lemma 3.2, we represent he vertices of LkG by sequences of  hj + h2 + 1 vertices 
of Lk'G, where k' = k - hl - h2 > 0. With this notation, x = XOXl ...xh,+~, and 
Y = YoYl ... 3'h,+h,, with Y0 = Xhl +]12' and v(x ~ f )  = xl ...xh, +hz-IYoYl, v(y  ~ f )  = 
xh,+~._-IyOyl ... Yh,+&-I and f = f0./'~ ... J),,+& = xh, ...x&+&-iyoYl . . .  y&. In the 
same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we can find in Lk'G two cycles of lengths 
ml and me, 
Yof  &-m, + I •. • Xh l  +h2 - I YO 
and 
YOYl .. • f <+m,-IYO, 
where fh2-m,+l and fh2+,,..-1 are such that xl = xl ...Xh,+h.--lyofh,--,,,+l and yj = 
f h2+m2-1YoYl ... Yh,+h~-l. Therefore, since xl ¢ v(x ~ f ) ,x  + and yl ¢ v(y *-- f ) ,y - ,  
fh2-m,+l ¢ Yl,Y~ and fh.-~,,.-1 ¢ xh,+&-l,Yo. Then, we can apply Lemma 4.3 and 
obtain m j + m2 ~>k' + 4, which concludes the proof. [] 
Theorem 4,1. Let G be a digraph with minimum degree 6 > 1, diameter D = D(G) 
and/~ = /t (G).  Then, i['k >~D-  2{~' + 1, the vertex-diameter vulnerability o f  the 
iterated line digraph LkG is 
K(s, LkG)-<,D(LkG) + 2m 
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for all s = 1 . . . . .  3 -  2, where m = max{[(D+ 1) /2~,D-  :~'}. 
ProoL Let F¢0  be a set of vertices o fL  ~G with ]F[ =s-%<3-2,  F= {J] . . . . .  f} .  
Let x and y be two different vertices of LkG which are not in F. 
We consider xl E F+(x) such that xl (~ v(x ~ F)U{x  + } and yl E F - (y )  such that 
Yl ~ v(y *--- F)  U {y-}. They exist because s~<3 - 2. From Lemma 4.4, d(x l , f )  + 
d(fr,yl )>~k + 2 for all r = 1 . . . . .  s. After this, the proof can be done in the same way 
as in Theorem 3.1. [] 
The next theorem gives a bound for the arc-diameter vulnerability of iterated line 
digraphs. We skip its proof because it is similar to the previous ones. 
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a digraph with minimum degree 3 > 1, diameter D = D(G) 
and :~ = :~(G). Then, if k>~D- 2/~, the arc-diameter vulnerability of the iterated 
line digraph LkG is 
A(s, LkG) <~D(LkG) + 2m 
for all s = 1 . . . . .  6 -  2, where m = max{V(D + I ) /2~,D-  :~'}. [] 
5. Diameter vulnerability of some known digraphs 
The de Bruijn and Kautz digraphs and their generalizations, the Reddy Pradham- 
Kuhl digraphs and the Imase-ltoh digraphs, have been considered as designs of 
interconnection networks. In this section, we will apply the results obtained in this 
paper to find bounds on the diameter vulnerability of some of these digraphs. 
We denote the complete symmetric digraph with n vertices as K,. K,~ will denote 
the digraph obtained by adding a loop on every vertex of K,. 
The de Bruijn digraph with degree d~>2 and diameter D, B(d,D), is the iterated 
line digraph LD-IKTt. This digraph is d-regular, has diameter D and order d °. Observe 
that :~'(K~) = 1. The iterated line digraph LD-IKd±I is the Kautz digraph with degree 
d>~2 and diameter D, K(d,D). This digraph is d-regular, has diameter D and order 
d D + d D- 1. 
Applying Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we obtain that K(s,B(d,D))<~D + 2 and 
A(s,B(d,D))<~D+2 for all d>~3, D>~ l and 1 <~s<~d-2. From Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, 
K(s,K(d,D))<~D+2 and A(s,K(d,D))<~D+2 for all d~>2, D>~l and l<~s<.d- 1. 
These bounds are not as tight as the bounds given in [13] (see Section 2). The 
diameter vulnerability of the de Bruijn and Kautz digraphs is obtained in [13] by 
finding disjoint paths between any pair of different vertices. 
For any pair of integers d, n, n >/d > l, the generalized Kautz digraph or Imase 
Itoh digraph II(d,n) [12] has set of vertices Z, and each vertex x is adjacent o the 
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vertices -dx - t ,  with t = 1,2 . . . . .  d. The digraph H(d,n) is d-regular and its diameter 
D is such that 
[log a n] - 1 ~<D~< [log a n] 
If n = d D + d D-b, with b odd and less or equal than D, the diameter of  H(d,n) is 
D. The diameter of the Imase-Itoh digraphs is minimum or quasi-minimum for their 
degree and order. The digraph II(d,n) is loopless if and only if d + 1 is a divisor 
of  n. 
The line digraph of ll(d,n), Lll(d,n), is isomorphic to ll(d, dn). For any 
D, H(d, dD+d D-1 ) is isomorphic to the Kautz digraph K(d,D). These facts are proved 
in [7]. The connectivity of  the Imase-Itoh digraphs is studied in [11]. 
If n = dkm, m not a multiple of  d, then the digraph H(d,n) ~- LkH(d,m) is an 
iterated line digraph. If we know {(ll(d,m)) and (~(H(d,m)), we will be able to find 
bounds on its diameter vulnerability. 
Proposition 5.1. Let G be the digraph H(d,m) with gcd(d,m) = 1. Then {~(G) = 1. 
I f  G is loopless, E(G) = I. 
Proof. For any m, the vertex 0 of l l(d,m) is adjacent o and from the vertex - I .  
Besides, if gcd(d,m)= 1, then F - (0 ) -{ -1}  = F - ( -1 ) -{0}  (see [11]). 
Let x # -1  be a vertex adjacent o 0, Then, d(x, 0) = 1 and there exists a path of 
length 2 from x to 0, the path x, - 1,0. Therefore, if G has no loops, that is, if d + 1 
divides m, {(G) = 1, because if {(G) > 1, there could not exist a path of  length 2 
from x to 0. 
Let us suppose that f~(G) > 1. Then, x + = -1 ,  because d(x,O) = 1 and there is a 
path of  length 2 from x to 0 whose first arc is (x, - 1 ). But d(x, - 1 ) = 1 and there is 
a path of length 2 from x to -1  going through 0. We have obtained a contradiction 
because the first arc of this path should be (x,x+). Therefore E~'(G) = 1. [] 
Let G be the Imase-Itoh digraph H(d, m), where gcd(d, m) = 1. If m is not a multiple 
of  d + 1, this digraph has loops. Let D be the diameter of  G and k>~D - 2E~(G) = 
D - 2. From Theorem 4.2, for all s = 1 . . . . .  d - 2, the s-arc-diameter vulnerability of 
ll(d, dkm) ~- LkG is at most D(LkG) + 4 if D = 2 and D(LkG) + 2(D - 1) if D>~3. 
Applying Theorem 4.1, we obtain the same bounds for K(s, LkG) if k>~D-1. If d + 1 
divides m, G is loopless. In this case, we can apply Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. If k >/D-2  
and 1 <~s<~d- 1, A(s,L*G)<<.D(LkG)+4 i fD  = 2 and A(s, LkG)<<.D(L~G)+2(D - 1) 
if D>~3. If k>~D- 1, the same bounds are obtained for K(s, LkG). 
In particular, it is interesting to consider m = d b + 1 with b odd. In this case, 
the diameter of  G is equal to b and, since d + 1 divides m, G is loopless. From 
the above considerations, we can find bounds on the diameter vulnerabilities of  the 
digraphs H(d, d b+k + d k), b odd, if k is large enough. 
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6. Routing algorithms 
Very simple routing algorithms to find paths between vertices in case of failure of 
vertices or arcs can be obtained from the proofs of the preceding theorems. 
Let LkG be an iterated line digraph and F a set of vertices or arcs satisfying the 
conditions of some of the theorems in Sections 3 or 4. For any pair of non-faulty 
vertices of LkG, we want to find a path avoiding F of length at most D(LkG)+ 2m 
between them. 
If F is a set of vertices (the case of failure of arcs is solved analogously), we have 
to find paths xx l . . . x , ,  and Y-m.. .Y-~Y, xi ,y- i  (~ F,  such that any shortest path from 
Xm to Y--m avoids F. An algorithm to construct hese paths follows from the proofs 
of Theorems 3.1 and 4.1. If we have constructed the path until xi, we put as xi+l a 
vertex in F+(xi) - v(xi --* F) (if G has loops, Xi+l have to be different from x/+). 
The vertices Y-i  are found analogously. Algorithms to find shortest paths and to find 
a vertex in F+(xi) - v(xi ~ F) in an iterated line digraph are given in [8]. 
One important fact is that the vertices xi depend only on x and the set F. Therefore, 
once we have found them, we can use them to find a path from x to any other non- 
faulty vertex. The same occurs with the vertices x_~. 
If G is the digraph Ka+I or K~, that is, if LkG is a Kautz or a de Bruijn digraph, 
then m = 1. In this case, for a given set of faulty vertices F, we only have to find 
the vertices xi and x - i  for any non-faulty vertex x. For any pair of vertices x,y ~ F, 
the path XXl.. .y_~y, obtained from a shortest path from x~ to y_~, avoids F and has 
length at most D(LkG)+ 2. This routing algorithm for Kautz and de Bruijn digraphs 
is simpler than the one given in [13]. 
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